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Time For An Audit!
Trade associations set up to address and foster the growth of companies
within a given industry are normally deemed to be a positive development
that is good for business all around. Invariably, these bodies set
standards of best practices for their member companies to abide and
operate by. It also serves the general good of the customers they serve
in that the best practices that are in place often are designed to give
customers the best possible value for their investments.
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In general this is all good but what happens when such organisations lose sight of their original mission and become disoriented
resulting in the collapse of the guiding principles of best practices
falling by the wayside? What happens when these bodies turn
rogue and create cartels that promote their own self-interests and
regrettably become very protective of their markets and introduce
policies that barricade other companies within the same industry
who do not belong to the cartel from conducting business under
open and free market conditions?
This sort of practice is abhorrent and should not be tolerated
especially in markets that are developing and growing. Customers
in such growth markets should not be forced to be held captive to
deal with only members of a cartel. In brief, if anything at all, such
practices should be checked immediately and any organization or
trade body that that indulges in such practices should be exposed
under prevailing anti-competition and price-fixing laws.

Global Fines For Price-Fixing
Hit US$5.3bn Record High
Fines meted out to companies for
price-fixing reached a record high
in 2014, as antitrust authorities
cracked down on cartels that
rigged the markets for products
ranging from auto parts to
sausages.
Competition agencies across the
world levied fines totaling US
$5.3bn last year, a 31 per cent
increase on 2013’s own recordbreaking total.

Given the growing trend in price-fixing and unfair trade practices Asian Club Business’s
Roving Editor James Graham Prusa shift’s the investigative spotlight to the golf industry
in Asia. This is his special report:
Trade associations can influence commerce, so
they are particularly at risk of sparking negative
pressures. Good associations brightly illuminate
themselves with transparency to avoid darkened
operations. Beneficial trade groups do not claim to
represent an entire industry while secretly scheming
and trying to keep decision making unobservable
from most of that industry. They surely don’t tell the
non-members that their activities are effectively ‘no
business of others.’
Good associations actually insist on and provide
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“Competition is the keen cutting edge of business,
always shaving away at costs.”
– Henry Ford – Founder, Ford Motor Company

great transparency by implementing detailed written
policies, standards, and very specific guidelines that spell out
exactly what they are doing and how their direct-competitor
members are limited in the associations interactions.
They continually provide transparent information in a timely
manner not only to their own inner-circle, but also to nonmembers. For example, good commercial trade channel
associations train their staff and those in governance about
competition law – and retrain if problematic concerns are
called to their attention.
Concurrently they make certain that programs they
implement are open to advanced scrutiny of their general
membership – and the public. After all, it is the taxpaying
public who subsidize their granted tax-exempt status.
Good trade associations do not constantly hold secret
meetings with all-embracing confidentiality agreements,
nor condone any unfettered market strategy discussions
amongst direct competitors – they are transparent in their
activities, programs, conduct, and industry strategies.
Effective trade associations welcome and respectfully

"Good trade associations do not
constantly hold secret meetings with allembracing confidentiality agreements,
nor condone any unfettered market
strategy discussions amongst direct
competitors – they are transparent in
their activities, programs, conduct,
and industry strategies. Effective
trade associations welcome and
respectfully respond to serious
questions and interests
from others."

respond to serious questions and interests from others.
Whereas faltering trade associations and their members draw
suspicion when they evade, ignore, or attack those seeking
information while stridently protesting concerns or inquiries.
Such association reactions project an aura of guilt much like
Queen Gertrude in Shakespeare’s Hamlet speaking: "The lady
doth protesteth too much, methinks.
"This is especially true when it comes to the arena of anticompetition and constraint of trade concerns. Ethical, honest
commercial interests do not fear legitimate competition and
DO NOT allow perceptions to persist that hint of backroom,
anti-competitive behaviors. Trade associations immediately
create suspicions if they are perceived scheming against new,
smaller competitors or alternative, legal distribution.
Like Henry Ford, every entrepreneur knows that the
progression of strong competition is: lowered cost of
products or services, innovation of new products, lower prices to
consumers, and growth.
Reducing competition and increasing commercial greed only
achieve diminishing growth in any industry.
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"The business interests of golf courses are
damaged by supplier group-schemes to
keep outsiders, new competitors, smaller
businesses, and local vender companies
from accessing and providing goods and
services to Asian golf course customers in
Asian markets, because the result is higher
golf course supply prices."

Golf’s traditions cherish the fact that every great golfer
the game has produced has honed success on strong
competition and has been virtuously benevolent.
Over the past decade golf courses have been slammed
with the realty that they must provide greater customer
satisfaction to golfers – at a lower cost/price to value to
successfully compete.
Golf courses, the only place where golf organically exists, have
fierce competition in every Asian market – not only from
other courses, but also from the explosion of competing
leisure time and recreation products offered everywhere.
Few could disagree that increasing costs of golf course
property development, supplies, capital equipment, and
services have become a debilitating burden on growth. If
golf courses are mostly economically sound, then so too will
be other appurtenance golf businesses.
So, with golf courses facing fierce competition, golf course
ownership, members, club managers, and golf course
superintendents need to ramp up more competition for the
commercial supply chain companies that provide goods and
services to golf course properties. Will this not drive down
course operating costs? Are not equipment, outside-services
and supplies where courses need to cut costs? Cutting
operating costs allow golf courses to better compete – as
they must.
The golf course industry must recognize the way to sustain
and grow the game of golf (that which really happens at
golf courses) has serious conflict with the golf industry
commercial suppliers interests if the latter’s competition is
reduced. Such conflicts between golf course interests and
supply chain interests take place if suppliers attempt in any
way to collectively guise schemes to reduce and impede
competition – or attempt to control the golf course industry.
The business interests of golf courses are damaged by
supplier group-schemes to keep outsiders, new competitors,
smaller businesses, and local vender companies from
accessing and providing goods and services to Asian golf
course customers in Asian markets, because the result is
higher golf course supply prices.
Those who are perceived to work against lowering costs
and supply prices for golf courses need to be exposed as
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EU competition
commissioner,
Margrethe Vestager,
in Brussels over the
charges against
Google. Photo Source:
Google.com

anathema. This goes for membership or trade associations
that permit a perception, hint-of-appearance or rouses of
schemes to protect against competitors’ market access.
Even perceived barriers to competition amongst supply
distribution channels can be detrimental to growth of
golf by discouraging lower-priced, cost-saving, legitimate
competitors. Suspicions are justified if non-profit trade
associations persistently exhibit such behaviors with
concurrent dearth of transparency.
Any scheme that has an effect of reducing competition to
‘protect’ existing suppliers from legitimate competitors
threatens and damage golf course businesses. Constraining
competition is so pervasively debilitating that it always has
an underlying motivation of ‘price fixing’ or increasing
prices of services and supplies in the market. Competitive
golf courses need lower priced equipment, services, and
supplies in order to lower operating costs. Who dares argue
otherwise?
While golf courses face serious contraction globally, the buzz
in occidental (foreign-western) circles has been all about
golf’s growth potential in the Asian region. Foreign golf
companies have flocked to Asia seeking to survive. This
should be legitimately increasing competition in the
supply chain.

However, we see the flow of goods and services with the
same old things and higher prices. Golf course operators
need to reasonably ask why this is occurring; what is going
on; and who is behind it?
Legitimate competition pressures individual venders if
oversupply occurs while demand is less. It is sad, after all,
to watch the contraction going on as scores of golf course
architects and golf course builders struggle to survive
or go belly-up. The economic law of supply and demand,
first identified by Antoine Augustin Cournot in the 1830s,
has gnawed away at an abundant supply of golf course
architects.
This is an indicator of economic erosion in the golf course
industry. Supply and demand is simply seeking equilibrium.
Competitive forces must also bear on supply channels in
Asia, not only the architects. Industry contraction spurs
the human nature of some to ‘protect’ their positions and
pricing by attempts to limit access (supply) to the Asian golf
course markets. In commerce the word “protect” is usually
a code-word pseudonym for constraint. Most importantly
let’s remember that whenever a golf course disappears from
existence, the game loses another engine for producing
golfers and growth.
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"Had there been more
competition in supply
channels, prices would have
lowered. Fierce competition
and competitive prices
has been the case in the
consumer sports equipment
side of golf, but not so
in the golf course supply
side. It seems that prices
of course equipment and
supplies only increase while
supply companies show
increased profits."

Haughty people will say that such
elimination is only a good, needed
‘correction’ in an oversupply of golf
courses even though some of these
same voices were selling ‘build more
golf courses everyday’ not so long
ago. Suggesting the essence of golf’s
problems is essentially an oversupply
of golf courses, while ignoring market
mega-forces that are in play, is an
infantile grasp of industry economics.
There is plenty of blame to go around
in golf’s business. All segments need
scrutiny including over-pricing of
goods and services being supplied to
golf courses. If over the years there
had been more competitive pricing
of goods and services to golf courses,
growth of new golfers likely would have
been more attainable and sustained.
Had there been more competition in
supply channels, prices would have

lowered. Fierce competition and
competitive prices has been the case in
the consumer sports equipment side
of golf, but not so in the golf course
supply side. It seems that prices of
course equipment and supplies only
increase while supply companies show
increased profits.
Why is it that similar supplies and
services in other industries seem to
cost less than those in the golf course
supply channels? When has golf last
seen serious price reductions in the
supply channel as other industries have
experienced this past decade? How is
it that agriculture and other hardware
supplies are lower priced?
It is past time for golf courses to
aggressively look to alternative
suppliers of goods and services – and
this means fresh competitors must have
100% unfettered, accessible golf course

market access! Business failures of golf
courses only reduce the factory that
produces golfers.
Golf courses everywhere would have
been better off if development and
business models had not demanded
massive start-up capitalization that’s
proved unsustainable.
Perhaps the golf course industry might
have more public access courses with
less costly business models if heavy
costs were not perpetrated on Asia.
Suppliers of goods and services impact
initial investment and routine operating
costs. High costs increase amortization
levels prohibiting lower golf course
fees and prices. Lower costs would
make golf price-competitive with other
leisure pursuits and the game would be
better off.
Another dimension of constraint of
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"When has golf last seen serious price
reductions in the supply channel as
other industries have experienced this
past decade? How is it that agriculture
and other hardware supplies are lower
priced? It is past time for golf courses to
aggressively look to alternative suppliers of
goods and services – and this means fresh
competitors must have 100% unfettered,
accessible golf course market access!
Business failures of golf courses only
reduce the factory that produces golfers."

trade consideration is the impact that competitive position
in the Asian golf course markets can have on competition
and prices in the overall global golf course markets.
Cooperatively restricting competition in one region of the
world can also benefit companies who are global businesses.
A foreign company’s profits from Asian operations also
strengthen the same company in North America or Europe.

Generally, as we can see from all other regions of the world,
tradeshows should best be controlled and operated by the
golf course end-user segment associations governed by golf
course representatives, golf course superintendents, club
managers and golf club professionals. They have the greatest
interest in assuring fair competition in the supply channels
serving Asia’s golf markets.

If commercial supply chain interests can create anticompetitive schemes in Asia it can enhance their competitive
position in locations where such schemes are not possible,
the result can be protecting prices everywhere. Anticompetition, constraint-of-trade, and outright bribery in
other industries have previously taken place in Asia – and it is
absolutely naïve to think that the golf industry is immune from
such. Times and attitudes about these affronts have now
changed.

This is where the successes of the golf course industry in
Europe, North America and ANZ were developed – the
scheming and greed came from other segments. Hankypanky to ‘protect’ anti-competitive influences must be
excised.

Golf courses need access to many different supply chain
tradeshow events that are operated preferably by different
non-profit organizers.

The golf course segment must demand access and take
action when any trade group of venders arises to shut them
out of the governance and leadership of an entire industry

Any scheme preventing legitimate venders from exhibiting in
trade events at which golf courses and superintendents are
the customers is constraint.
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"There are essentially two optional roads that can now be taken to assure market access is open
and one must be chosen. Let’s remember that the golf courses of Asia are the customers who in
turn directly serve Asian golfers. As customers, golf courses must collectively demand immediate
relief and action. The first option is the best route for the game of golf. Like Bobby Jones calling
a penalty on him, trade organizations must do self-adjusting, voluntary unfettering of supply
channels that provides transparency and welcomes lawful competition."
– if necessary by voting with their
purchases.
Some supply venders will say that they
are the ones paying for the tradeshow
conferences and not the attendee golf
course superintendents and others.
They always use this as a rationalization
to try to exert control and ownership
of a trade exposition as but a device to
protect them from competition. Such is
bogus reasoning and a bad, self-serving
attitude.
Are the supply venders paying for

all of the attendee customers’ travel
expenses, time, lodging, salaries,
organizing volunteer time and talent?
No – do the simple math. Why would
golf courses ever want supply chain
controlled trade shows – or cede a
major influence and in education and
training programs? Collectively the
attendee customers of tradeshow
exhibitors provide a significantly
greater total investment and there
would be no event without them.
So, now is the moment in time to
decide the route to immediately stop

any real or perceived efforts to reduce
competition in the supply channels
serving the golf course markets in Asia.
It is critically important for the game
everywhere. There are essentially two
optional roads that can now be taken
to assure market access is open and
one must be chosen. Let’s remember
that the golf courses of Asia are the
customers who in turn directly serve
Asian golfers. As customers, golf
courses must collectively demand
immediate relief and action. The first
option is the best route for the game
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Real leaders need to take this high road,
especially those predominantly of foreign
influence in Asia. Any non-transparent,
secretive operating schemes by trade groups
must stop post haste. Concerted efforts
must be implemented to visibly dismantle or
combat even the perception of anti-competitive
schemes intended to protect markets access.
The involuntary, less desirable option is to seek
assistance from every possible authority and
outside agency. This resolution has the risk of
badly blackening the eye of golf when everyone
should be pulling together to promote the game
in Asia and everywhere.

of golf. Like Bobby Jones calling a penalty on him, trade
organizations must do self-adjusting, voluntary unfettering
of supply channels that provides transparency and welcomes
lawful competition.
Real leaders need to take this high road, especially
those predominantly of foreign influence in Asia. Any
non-transparent, secretive operating schemes by trade
groups must stop post haste. Concerted efforts must be
implemented to visibly dismantle or combat even the
perception of anti-competitive schemes intended to protect
markets access.

arise or scheming to protect against the access of other
competitors to the Asian golf course markets know their
shame – culprits usually may be found cowering in secret
or avoiding hard questions from their competitors and their
customers alike.
The decision for immediate counteraction with all public
relations effects is now on the table. If golf course market
access is unfettered in Asia everyone will benefit.

The involuntary, less desirable option is to seek assistance
from every possible authority and outside agency. This
resolution has the risk of badly blackening the eye of golf
when everyone should be pulling together to promote the
game in Asia and everywhere.

Those who may be seeking to protect control of the Asian
golf course markets will find themselves better served in the
long run if access is open to all competitors. Golf will then
thrive with lower costs. If commercial supply chain entities
don’t cease from suspected efforts to collectively protect
markets from competition, then enforcement agencies get
involved – that spontaneously heats up to consume like the
mystery of burning wood.

However, constraint of trade concerns cannot just be ignored.
Often those causing perceptions of anti-competition to

The only thing that people need to protect in Asian golf is
open, free, competitive, access to markets.

Golf’s First Ever
Town Hall Debate
It’s DIFFERENT. It’s REVOLUTIONARY. It’s GAME-CHANGING!

It’s a refreshing change.
Golf club management
professionals and the golf
industry will engage in a
highly exhilarating discourse
over two days that will
feature the industry’s most
engaging and engrossing
dialogue led by delegates to
the Summit.

It will be all about the vocal
cut and thrust of debate at
its very best. Delegates will
share thoughts and ideas,
challenges and frustrations
and discuss trends shaping
the future of the golf club
industry.
The dialogue sessions will

be moderated by world class
public speakers. Come and
be part of golf’s first ever
Town Hall Debate.
The dates are October 14
and 15 and the venue is
the award winning Orchid
Country Club & Resort in
Singapore.
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Club Industry
By Brian Grazer and Charles Fishman

When You’re The Boss,
Questions Are Better
Than Orders
"What a fascinating observation! When I saw this and
read what the authors had to say, I felt that I should
share this with everyone in the golf club industry."
– Mike Sebastian
I love being a movie producer, I love having great
colleagues, and I love having a production company,
which I run with Ron Howard.
As part of all that, I’m a boss. What I don’t love, in fact,
is being a boss, because I don’t love bossing people, I
don’t really want to tell people what to do.
So I often manage people with curiosity — by asking
questions instead of giving orders. As I told Harvard
Business Review, I think questions are the most underused management tool we’ve got.
Questions are an especially great management tool
when I think someone isn’t doing what I would hope
they would, or when I think something isn’t going in the

direction I want it to go.
People often imagine that if there’s going to be conflict,
they need to start with a firm hand, they need to remind
people of the chain of command. I’m never worried
about who is in charge.
I’m worried about making sure we get the best possible
decision, the best possible casting, script, movie trailer,
financing deal — the best possible movie.
I’m worried about making sure everyone on a high-risk
project has the same goal.Asking questions at work
elicits information, of course.
Asking questions creates a space for people to raise
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issues they are worried about, or to give the boss
information he or she might not know, and might not
be expecting.
Most important, asking questions gives people the
chance to make the case for the way they want a
decision to go. And vice-versa.
Back in 1991, we shot the movie Far and Away, starring
Tom Cruise. Tom was at the top of his career. He was
only twenty-nine years old, but he had already made
Top Gun, The Color of Money, Rain Man, and Born on the
Fourth of July.
Tom isn’t difficult to work with. But Far and Away was
a challenging movie to make. It was an old-fashioned
epic, a story of two immigrants leaving Ireland for
America at the turn of the last century. We shot in
Ireland and the western United States. It got expensive,
but the movie wasn’t overtly commercial. When we

figured out what it was going to cost, the studio told me
to find ways of cutting the budget.
I flew to Ireland, and I went to Tom on the set. “Look,
you’re not the producer of this movie,” I said. “But we all
want to make it, we all have this vision of a movie we’re
doing as artists, a story we care about. It’s going to be
expensive, but we can’t spend as much money as it
looks like we’re going to. We need to hold the line.”
I said to Tom, “Can you be the team leader here with
the cast and crew? Can you be the guy that sets an
example?”He looked at me. “I’m one hundred percent
that guy!” he said. “When I have to go to the bathroom,
I’m going to run to the trailer and run back to the set.
I’m going to set the pace for excellence, and respect,
and tightening up.”
And that’s exactly what he did. He led. He was
motivated. He motivated other people. We did make
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a really good movie, and we kept the budget under
control. I didn’t walk in and tell Tom what to do. I didn’t
order everybody to work harder, to make do with less. I
explained where we were. And I went to the key player,
the person other people would respect, and I asked that
a question: “Can you be the leader here?”
That’s something that asking questions does that is
so vital:
It helps create a team, especially under trying
circumstances. Curiosity — asking questions — helps
create trust.

answers, the solutions — and some of the responsibility
to do so as well.
Curiosity as a boss, curiosity at work, isn’t a matter of
style. It’s much more important than that. If you’re
a boss, and you manage by asking questions, you’re
laying a foundation for the culture of your company
or your group. You’re letting people know the boss is
willing to listen — even to information that’s unpleasant
or unexpected.
You’re letting people know you value a diversity of
perspectives — and that you appreciate that in the

"Curiosity as a boss, curiosity at work, isn’t
a matter of style. It’s much more important
than that. If you’re a boss, and you manage by
asking questions, you’re laying a foundation
for the culture of your company or your
group. You’re letting people know the boss is
willing to listen — even to information that’s
unpleasant or unexpected."
– Brian Grazer
I think asking for people’s help — rather than directing
it — is almost always the smart way of doing things,
regardless of the stakes. It creates engagement rather
than resistance.

modern world of high-speed commerce, there may be
more than one “right” answer to a work problem or a
product problem, and that a diversity of views is the
way to find those answers.

Asking questions creates a completely different kind of
culture at work.

Questions at work — delivered not like a prosecutor
on a cross-exam, of course, but with a genuine spirit
of humility and a desire to learn — are an apparently
simple tool that changes the whole dynamic with the
people you work with, and the results you get. But you
do have to listen to the answers.

Asking questions confers responsibility. Asking
questions implies that the person you’re talking to
has both the authority to come up with the ideas, the
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Lifestyle

It has been discovered! The best all round vehicle for the golfer
who wants to keep close to his regular flight-mates and to have
the luxury and space to drive around on golfing jaunts.

It’s the brand new Land Rover
Discovery Sport, a luxurious
compact SUV. We think that it’s
the perfect replacement for the
ageing Freelander 2 and it is also
bigger and even more upmarket
than its predecessor, plus it boasts a
versatile seven-seat layout.
From a good-looks standpoint, the
Discovery Sport is a good looker!
One can’t deny that t looks sleek
and stylish which are qualities
that makes it a very desirable ride.
Not only does this new SUV look
stunning from the outside, the

inside is also a match for its good
looks because special attention
seems to have been paid to
the design stands on the inside
which feature plenty of top-notch
materials.
To really appreciate the Discovery
Sport, you need to take it out for a
spin. True to the tradition of Land
Rover, this SUV feels very composed
and agile and this is reflected by
its sturdy steering which is fast
and precise, helping you place
the car with confidence. It’s a very
comfortable ride especially at speed

and road and wind noise are well
suppressed.
On the inside, the SUV feels and
looks like a premium product
with its climate controls, dash
and switchgear. The vehicle’s
infotainment system is the real
highlight inside.
The new eight-inch high-resolution
screen has a user-friendly interface,
with clear labels and a responsive
touchscreen, while 3D mapping
and simple address entry mean the
standard sat-nav is a breeze to use.
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" ... All of the qualities packaged together just means that the vehicle is the only car you will
ever need for all of life’s adventures, from the everyday to the extraordinary, including the
frequent rounds of golf with friends. It has copious space for four golf bags and four golfers."
A nine-speed automatic gearbox
is standard and the transmission is
smooth and responsive.
The SUV offers a very composed
ride. There’s a firm edge to the
suspension at low speed, but the
new multi-link rear axle comes into
its own the faster you go, and most
bumps and potholes are effortlessly
smoothed out. The Discovery Sport
feels agile and alert through a series
of corners. The steering is extremely
sharp and direct, allowing the Land
Rover to dive through bends with a
car-like eagerness.
On the road, the Discovery Sport

feels quite large, and while the view
ahead is great, the standard rear
camera and parking sensors are
essential when reversing. At least
the light steering means it’s easy to
man oeuvre.
The Discovery Sport is available
with an all-alloy Si4 2.0-litre engine
with 240PS and direct fuel injection.
This offers six-cylinder levels of
performance in a compact package
that reduces weight and cuts CO2
emissions by up to 20 percent,
compared to conventional larger
capacity engines with a similar
power output. This is paired with
an advanced ZF 9HP48 nine speed

automatic transmission for peerless
refinement, efficiency, driver
engagement and off road capability.
As the first member of the new
Discovery family, Discovery Sport
brings 5+2 seating to the compact
premium SUV segment.
All of the qualities packaged
together just means that the vehicle
is the only car you will ever need
for all of life’s adventures, from
the everyday to the extraordinary,
including the frequent rounds of
golf with friends. It has copious
space for four golf bags and four
golfers. Go check it out!
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General News

BREAKING NEWS: In a shock announcement the Singapore
Government has informed one of the island nation’s golf clubs that it
will have to hand over its land by November 2016.

Golf Takes A Back Seat
To High Speed Rail!
The club affected is the Jurong Country Club
and according to the government announcement, the site will be comprehensively redeveloped for new mixed-use developments and
community facilities, together with the HighSpeed Rail terminus.
In a recent development, both
the Singapore and Malaysian
governments announced the
development of the Kuala Lumpur–
Singapore High Speed Rail terminus
and that it will be located at the current
site of Jurong Country Club.

possible residential development.

According to reports the Jurong
Country Club will have to hand over its
land by November 2016, ahead of its
lease expiry in 2035.

Why was the club affected? Again
according to reports, the club’s site is
"ideal due to its high connectivity, with
close proximity to the existing two MRT
lines (East-West and North-South Lines)
at Jurong East MRT station, a new MRT
line (the Jurong Region Line and Cross
Island Line) being planned around the
area, as well as the future integrated
transport hub in Jurong East".

The site will be comprehensively
redeveloped for new mixed-use
developments and community facilities
to serve Jurong residents, travellers
and visitors. Future developments
will include offices, hotels, retail and
entertainment facilities, including

In another development, the club was
informed that it will not be given a new
site for a golf course.
Founded in 1975, the Jurong Country
Club began as a nine-hole golf course
before further development into an 18hole course.

In 2012, it completed a redevelopment
project to remodel the golf course at a
cost of S$24 million, and the remodelled
course was re-opened to members in
Jul 10 of that year.
The Singapore Government has been
reclaiming land from golf courses for
redevelopment and in February last
year, two golf clubs – Keppel Club
and Marina Bay Golf Club – were told
that they would not have their leases
renewed upon expiry.
Three others - Tanah Merah Country
Club, National Service Resort and
Country Club and Singapore Island
Country Club – will have their leases
extended but they will be giving up
part of the land they now occupy.
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THE
BEST!
We knew that this headline

would grab your attention!

winning 27-hole golf course in
Singapore that has played host
to a variety of golf tournaments
The Asia Pacific Golf Group in conjunction with the staging including the Asian Tour.
of the 2015 Asia Pacific Golf Summit will be organizing the
There is no entry fee to participate in this tournament.
Inaugural Asia-Pacific Inter-Club Challenge Tournament.
It will be played with two-man teams drawn from clubs
To qualify, players need to register as delegates to attend
within the Asia Pacific footprint for the coveted Le Van
the Summit and there are 144 slots available.
Kiem Inter-Club Trophy.
Finally club managers get to play and compete in a
tournament all their own.

This tournament is all about good, clean fun and more
importantly, it is about networking.
The tournament will be run on October 14.
The venue will be the Orchid Country Club, an award-

Entry will be on a first come first served basis and a
two-man team from each club can register on-line through
APGS official website at www.golfconference.org or
email Alice Ho at alice@asiapacificgolfgroup.com
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call +65 63232800 for more details.
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